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Abstract: Rapid technological development is inevitably associated with many 
environmental problems which primarily include pollution of soil, water and air. In many 
cases, the presence of contamination is difficult to assess. It is even more difficult to 
evaluate its potential danger to the environment and humans. Despite the existence of 
several whole organism-based and cell-based models of sensing pollution and evaluation 
of toxicity and mutagenicity, there is no ideal system that allows one to make a quick and 
cheap assessment. In this respect, transgenic organisms that can be intentionally altered to 
be more sensitive to particular pollutants are especially promising. Transgenic plants 
represent an ideal system, since they can be grown at the site of pollution or potentially 
dangerous sites. Plants are ethically more acceptable and esthetically more appealing than 
animals as sensors of environmental pollution. In this review, we will discuss various 
transgenic plant-based models that have been successfully used for biomonitoring 
genotoxic pollutants. We will also discuss the benefits and potential drawbacks of these 
systems and describe some novel ideas for the future generation of efficient transgenic 
phytosensors. 
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Introduction 
 

Every organism on our planet experiences constant exposure to natural forces. Environmental 
factors such as fluctuations in temperature and light intensity as well as water availability have a 
substantial impact on the genetic makeup of organisms [1]. Additional impact on all living organisms 
comes from humans. Our dramatic economical and technological progress is associated with heavy 
metal pollution, radiation exposure and influences of such stressors as xenobiotic chemicals or 
nutrients. A majority of present problems in the environment are due to careless industrial 
development, mistakes and malfunctions of man-made equipment. Most forms of environmental 
pollution are chemical in nature, although some of them are physical, like ultraviolet radiation, and 
others, like ionizing radiation, are both chemical and physical. In this review, we did not intend to 
cover the whole range of impacts that a broad variety of natural and man-made contaminants have on 
biological objects. For information on these topics we refer our readers to the comprehensive reviews 
explaining the influence of radiation (ultraviolet and ionizing), heavy metal salts, and organic 
chemicals (pesticides, herbicides and insecticides) on living organisms [2-8]. 

Here, we will describe biomonitoring of environmental genotoxic pollutants using transgenic 
phytosensors. We will briefly describe the various organisms used as biosensors, and will discuss plant 
models that have recently been used for monitoring. We will also propose a few models that 
potentially can be used. 
 
Various biosensors 
 

A majority of pollutants are difficult to detect without specialized equipment. Thus, using wide-area 
monitoring of the environment for the presence of toxic and mutagenic substances is needed. A variety 
of chemical and physical methods used for detecting the presence of various pollutants can define an 
exact amount of a certain chemical. Unfortunately, no monitoring equipment can estimate potential 
toxicity and/or mutagenicity of toxicants. The release of new chemicals into the environment makes 
the monitoring process even more problematic. Therefore, the analysis of environmental pollution 
using biosensors (living organisms which are able to assess the quality of soil, water or air) is 
absolutely essential. A number of different biosensors were successfully used in the past including 
bacterial, animal (mammals, fish, and worms) and plants. 
 
Bacterial assays for biomonitoring 
 

Bacterial bioassays were among the first laboratory tests used for biomonitoring. The original Ames 
test based on Salmonella typhimurium and a variety of its modifications proved to be valuable for 
assessing mutagenicity [9]. The gain and loss of function of Escherichia coli- based test systems 
contributed to further elaborating on the Ames test [10-11]. Despite an attempt at making bacterial 
tests suitable for the analysis of mutagenicity of various compounds for eukaryotes, they appeared to 
be insensitive to many pollutants. Exposure of higher eukaryotes to environmental mutagens depends 
on bioavailability of the compound and on the duration of contact between an organism and 
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contamination rather than on the amount of mutagens present. Hence, new assays using eukaryotes 
should be more physiologically relevant and more precise. 
 
Animal-based bioassays 

 
Animal-based assays include those that use worms, insects, mammals and fish. Some of the 

general assays provide estimates of mutagen exposure and involve DNA damage analysis. The alkaline 
single cell-gel electrophoresis assay (a Comet assay) [12] and the sister chromatid exchange assay [13] 
are good examples.  

Whole organism models include the transgenic zebrafish assay, which uses a non-active lacI 
transgene as a target gene [14], the transgenic mouse mutation and recombination-based assay [15-17], 
which uses restoration of a lacZ gene in germ cells, the transgenic “fluorescent yellow direct repeat" 
(FYDR) mouse model, based on restoration of gene coding for the enhanced yellow fluorescent 
protein [18-19], and a Drosophila melanogaster system, which is based on reversion of the recessive 
eye color mutation [20].  

Unfortunately, these models do not allow the study of impacts of complex patterns of soil pollution, 
because many living organisms are not suitable for biomonitoring, especially for biomonitoring in the 
field [21]. Ideally, to be sensitive field biomonitors, test-organisms should absorb and integrate doses 
of toxicants from polluted air, water or/and soil. Therefore, the use of animal-based biomonitoring 
models is problematic due to the non-sessile lifestyle of animals. 
 
Plants as biosensors 
 

Plants as biomonitors can be an appealing alternative to animals. Plants are energy producers and a 
food source for many organisms. Therefore, their role in transferring contaminants to higher trophic 
levels is difficult to overestimate [22-23]. Plants are the main components of a healthy environment, 
since they produce oxygen and organic carbon. They are also the basic components of agriculture and 
forestry. These are just some of the reasons why many plant species are used as indicators of adverse 
environmental factors.  

The use of plants as biosensors has a long history. For decades, they were used as a part of 
ecological risk assessment of agricultural and industrial chemicals, solid wastes, food additives, and 
chemically and radioactively polluted soil and water. Phytoremediation or cleaning the environment 
using plants is yet another area where plants can be used to great advantage.  

At the same time, it should be admitted that the use of plants as environmental biomonitors has 
some drawbacks. Despite being higher eukaryotes, plants have completely different mechanisms of 
uptake, distribution, storage, compartmentalization and metabolism of various pollutants. The 
influence of pollutants on an open-air phytosensor depends on the interaction of plants with the 
environment. Various abiotic and biotic stresses, such as wind, drought, and light intensity, bacterial, 
fungal and viral infections can potentially influence the response of plants to the pollutant in question 
and hence, result in false-negative/false-positive outcomes. These are perhaps the main drawbacks that 
prevent plants from being used in standard genotoxicity assays and being approved without reserve by 
regulatory organizations.  
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Classical plant biosensors 
 

The most commonly assays used for studying mutagenicity of various pollutants in plants are 
based on the detection of chromosomal aberrations in Allium cepa [24, 25], Tradescantia [26], Vicia 
faba plants [27] or Zea mays [28]. An Allium cepa chromosome aberration test that can serve as a 
rapid screen for toxic effects of chemicals is among them [29-30]. Due to its sensitivity, the Allium 
cepa test was the first of nine plant assay systems evaluated by the Gene-Tox Program of the US 
Environmental Protection Agency [29]. The assay is based on the evaluation of the percentage of 
aberrant mitotic events and different fractions of chromosomal aberrations [31]. 

Tradescantia is another important plant for mutagenesis studies. This plant makes it possible to 
perform chromosome aberration, stamen-hair mutation and micronuclei formation assays [32]. It has 
been used to analyze the air quality in high traffic areas [33], municipal waste storages [34], and the 
quality of air from a landfill vent pipe [34]. This plant has also been used for the analysis of water and 
soil pollution, and even for the evaluation of bioremediation effectiveness at hazardous waste sites [35-
37].  

Vicia faba is yet another plant commonly used as a biosensor. Various chemicals have scored 
positive in the Vicia faba-based sister chromatide exchange assay [25, 38].  

 
Figure 1. Non-transgenic tobacco-based system for detecting the genotoxicity. The system is 
based on naturally occurring mutation at the Sulfur (Su) gene. Plants heterozygous for the 
gene, Su/+ are pale green. Mutations that inactivate the only Su allele are visualized as 
dark green spots (A). Rearrangements that occur between Su and + allele result in the 
formation of a “twin” spot visualized as a dual sector of dark green (+/+) and albino 
(Su/Su) (B). 

 

A B

 
 

 
Among plants that are less commonly used for biomonitoring, tobacco plants heterozygous for the 

sulfur (Su) nuclear gene have also proved to be useful. Su is a nuclear encoded, semi-dominant aurea 
mutation in Nicotiana tabacum. The homozygous plants (Su/Su) are pale yellow and non-
photosynthetic while the heterozygous (Su/+) are photosynthetically competent and have a yellow-
green phenotype which is distinct from that of green wild-type plants (+/+) [39-40]. The Su/+ plants 
exposed to gamma-radiation and treated with chemicals reveal a strong increase in the number of dark-
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green spots on light-green leaves in comparison to non-treated plants [41]. The appearance of dark 
green sectors can serve as an indication of mutagenicity due to various mutations (Figure 1A), whereas 
the appearance of twin-spots of darker green and albino is an indication of genome instability due to a 
homologous recombination event (Figure 1B).  
 
Non-transgenic biosensors 
 

Genomic regions containing simple sequence repeats, also known as microsatellites, are extremely 
unstable. The analysis of their expansion/retraction upon exposure to the environmental pollution can 
be used for monitoring and analyzing germline mutations (the latter is a particularly difficult process). 
The low mutation rate, around 10-6 per gene [42], does not allow the frequent appearance of new 
phenotypes in the next generation. In contrast, loci containing microsatellites are several orders of 
magnitude more unstable, with mutation rate being 10-2-10-4. The assay is used to evaluate the 
influence of mutagens on the germline. The exposed seeds are germinated, and the extracted DNA is 
used to PCR amplify various loci containing unstable microsatellites. Using this approach, two 
genetically identical wheat (Triticum aestivum, L.) populations have been profiled. The growth of 
plants in soil with the surface radioactive contamination density of 900 Ci/km2 and an external gamma 
dose rate of 980 μR/h resulted in an over 6-fold increase in germline mutation rate [43]. Further 
analysis of changes occurred at the molecular level showed an extremely complex pattern of radiation 
induced instabilities [44]. 
 
Transgenic plant biosensors 
 

Much public debate and heated controversy exist surrounding the topic of consumption of 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs). The alternative use of transgenic plants in horticulture, 
forestry, and construction seems to be more appealing for the public. In this respect, design and 
production of transgenic plants for environmental biomonitoring and cleaning up polluted areas can be 
“a bridge pass” for more favorable public perception of GMOs.   

In recent years, substantial progress in generation and exploitation of transgenic plants as 
biomonitors has been made [45-53]. One of the important advantages of transgenic biosensors is the 
ability to customize the assay in accordance with monitoring needs. This not only makes transgenic 
biosensors more sensitive to a particular pollutant, but also allows for easy scoring.  

Another big advantage of a customized transgenic assay is the ability to understand changes at the 
molecular level. Transgenic plant biomonitors used for the evaluation of genotoxicity are relatively 
cheap and simple in use. The assays used in the past decade were based on the restoration of the 
transgenes β-glucuronidase (uidA or GUS) and luciferase activity in Arabidopsis thaliana or Nicotiana 
tabacum plants transformed with non-active forms of these marker genes.  
 
Recombination reporter assay  
 

The very first transgenic biomonitor for the detection of recombination events was produced by 
Lebel et al. (1993) [45]. The authors generated a construct based on two overlapping, non-functional 
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copies of a kanamycin resistance gene. Recombination events were scored in protoplasts of transgenic 
tobacco plants that were propagated on kanamycin. Homologous recombination (HR) events restored 
the gene activity, and protoplasts resistant to kanamycin were regenerated [45]. Protoplasts were 
shown to be sensitive to X-rays, mitomycin C and heat shock [45]. The system has never been used for 
biomonitoring due to the laborious tissue culture procedures necessary for the culturing of protoplasts 
and the detection of recombination events. 

Another system for the detection of HR events in transgenic Arabidopsis and tobacco plants utilized 
the overlapping and truncated versions of a β-glucuronidase [54]. Recombination events at a transgene 
locus lead to restoration of the uidA (GUS) transgene and synthesis of the β-glucuronidase enzyme 
(Figure 2). Upon histochemical staining, the enzyme cleaves the substrate X-gluc which results in the 
formation of a blue precipitate. Upon ethanol treatment and chlorophyll removal, cells in which 
recombination events occurred can be precisely localized as blue sectors on the transparent plants. This 
enables developing a quantitative assay (Figure 2). The plants were scored positive in response to a 
variety of DNA damaging agents such as UV-C irradiation and MMS treatment [55].  

 
Figure 2. Transgenic "recombination" system for the detection of environmental 
mutagens. Transgenic plants carry in the genome two non-functional truncated copies of 
the GUS gene, depicted as “UG” and “US”. The two parts of the truncated, overlapping 
GUS gene can be in either orientation with respect to each other. Activation of the β-
glucuronidase (GUS) gene via homologous recombination (HR) restores the gene activity 
and is visualized as blue spots after histochemical staining. 

 

HR
Event

UG US

GUS

 
 
Perhaps the biggest success of transgenic recombination plants has been their use for the detection 

of radioactive pollution of soil and water. Large-scale environmental monitoring experiments 
employing transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana tabacum plants showed substantial 
genotoxicity of soil patterns from different contaminated areas in Ukraine. The plants responded to 
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higher level of contamination with a higher increase in HR frequency [46-47]. The use of plants as 
bioindicators allowed calculating an absorbed dose of radiation for A. thaliana. This dose consists of external 
and internal doses. It was possible to correlate recombination frequency not only to the level of soil 
contamination but also to the absorbed dose. The sensitivity of these plants made it possible to detect the HR 
frequency difference between plants grown in very low-contaminant “clean” soil (22 Bq/kg) and plants 
grown in contaminated soil, where the contamination level is as low as 1.5-3.3 Ci/km2 (188-575 
Bq/kg) [47].  

It should be noted that transgenic systems used as biosensors can be compared in sensitivity with 
the well-established Allium cepa chromosomal aberration assay. Mitotic root-tips of onion seeds 
germinated in the same contaminated soils exhibited the chromosomal aberrations level that was 
significantly correlated with the HR level in transgenic plants (r> 0.90, n=6, P<0.05) [56]. 
 
Point mutation-detection assay 
 

Transgenic biomonitoring of HR frequency permits the detection of even minor portions of all 
possible changes in DNA. The majority of changes are point mutations. In contrast to animals, plants do 
not have a predetermined germ line, and thus any somatic mutation in the meristem can potentially be 
inherited. 

In one of our previous studies, we developed a system that would allow the detection of somatic 
point mutations. We have introduced a stop codon sequence at the very 5’ end of the GUS (uidA) gene 
by the substitution of a single nucleotide [42]. The new stop codon resulted in complete inactivation of 
the transgene. Transgenic plants carrying such a construct exhibited occasional sectors of blue upon 
histochemical staining. These sectors represent spontaneous restoration of uidA activity from reversion 
of stop codons to original codons. These plants responded strongly to various mutagens such as UV-C, 
X-rays and methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) by increasing the mutation frequency in a transgene [42].  

Further studies confirmed the usefulness of these plants for biomonitoring. Plants germinated at 
various concentrations of heavy metal salts such as Cd 2+, Pb 2+, Ni 2+, Zn 2+, Cu 2+ showed substantial 
dose- and uptake-dependent increase in the frequency of point mutations. It is noteworthy that the 
increase in mutation frequency was strongly and positively correlated with the increase in HR 
frequency in recombination plants grown in the presence of the same concentrations of aforementioned 
salts [49]. 

In a recent report, Van der Auwera et al. (2008) [53] described a very valuable model that is an 
improvement to the one reported by Kovalchuk et al. (2000) [42]. Inactivating nucleotide substitutions 
in the GUS gene reported by Kovalchuk et al. (2000) [42] were not designed to score for C:G-to-T:A 

transition events. This particular mutation, however, has been shown to be induced by several 
mutagenic treatments in E. coli [58]. In Arabidopsis, C:G-to-T:A mutations are typically initiated by 
deamination of methylated cytosine residues at symmetrical CpG or CpNpG positions. This is believed 
to be one of the reasons why these sequences are underrepresented in the genome [59]. Many 
commonly-used chemical mutagens, such as ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS), predominantly induce 
C:G-to-T:A transitions [60-62]. Thus, generation of plants carrying a substrate for this type of 
mutation was a logical step. Van der Auwera et al. (2008) [53] reported spontaneous mutation 
frequency that was substantially higher to the one observed by Kovalchuk et al. (2000) [42]. Perhaps, 
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it can be explained by the fact that C:G-to-T:A transitions are more common in the plant genome. The 
authors found that ethyl methanesulfonate and ultraviolet-C induced the mutation frequency, whereas 
heavy metals, methyl jasmonate, salicylic acid, and heat stress did not [53]. This result suggests that 
several systems for measuring different end-points should be used simultaneously for the analysis of 
potential mutagenicity, since none of the systems alone is capable of being sensitive to every mutagen. 
 
Comparison of sensitivity of transgenic and non-transgenic systems 
 

Most non-transgenic plant biomonitors rely on the appearance/disappearance of a certain 
phenotype or/and on the visualization of gross-chromosomal rearrangements. Many point mutations 
are either synonymous (without any change in the encoded amino acid) or conservative (with some 
changes in the biochemically similar amino acid). These changes would typically be undetected in 
many systems that rely on the appearance of a certain phenotype. In contrast, the transgenic 
“mutation” system, that we developed, senses genotoxic agents that cause point mutations. 

 We have evaluated the data obtained from our transgenic plant systems as well as reports found in 
the literature [16, 63-71]. It should be noted that in various systems being used, the tested parameters 
differ significantly, the data among systems cannot be directly compared. Nonetheless, our transgenic 
systems appear to be much more sensitive than other available assays on mutagenicity of various 
heavy metals.  

It should also be mentioned that only some of the tested systems, (the E. coli based MetPLATE 
test is among them), have been able to detect mutagenicity of Cd2+ of less than 0.05 mg/L [64]. Our 
approach allows us to detect more than a two-fold increase in both, mutation and recombination levels 
after plants were exposed to the same or lower concentration of Cd2+. Several other systems presented 
by Kong et al. (1995) [69] were comparably sensitive to the transgenic Arabidopsis system. Exposure 
of several invertebrate species (Ceriodaphnia dubia, Daphnia magna, Daphnia pulex) to As, Cd, Cu, 
Ni, Pb and Zn resulted in EC50 (mg/L) of 1.8-6.6, 0.05-0.35, 0.018-0.23, 0.14-7.6, 0.53-4.9, and 0.05-
5.1, respectively. Median lethal concentrations of Cd, Cu and Zn after 96 hrs of exposure of 
Pimephales promelas were 0.01-2.2 mg/l, 0.02-0.1 mg/L and 0.33-1.7 mg/L, respectively [69]. Our 
system could also detect toxic effects of Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb and As at concentrations as low as 0.001, 0.05, 
0.1, 0.5 and 0.05 mg/L, respectively [49]. 

Moreover, the transgenic Arabidopsis systems were much more sensitive than the non-transgenic 
Tradescantia MCN assay [70]. It could be explained by differences in time of exposure to mutagenic 
compounds. Plants used in our assays were germinated in the presence of a mutagen and were 
subsequently exposed for 25-35 days, whereas in the Tradescantia MCN assay cuttings were exposed 
for 6 h, and intact plants were exposed for only 72 h. 

The other cell culture-, bacterial-, and mammalian-based tests were significantly less sensitive than 
the transgenic plant-based tests. The bacterial systems were less sensitive than our system, but they are 
not necessarily less sensitive than the other systems used for genotoxicity studies. The Allium cepa 
chromosome aberration assay, another frequently used assay, also exhibited higher sensitivity than the 
bacterial Ames and Microscreen tests [63].   

It is difficult to explain why plant-based assays detect heavy metals with higher sensitivity. It is 
quite possible that plants accumulate higher levels of metal ions than other organisms. Although the 
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hypothesis that active heavy metal concentrations (concentrations in the organism) are higher in plants 
than in animals is an attractive one, it still remains untested because data comparing heavy metal 
uptakes in different organisms are not available. 
 
Transgenic systems can be efficiently used to sense other types of environmental mutagens 
 

The transgenic Arabidopsis and tobacco systems described here have also been used for the 
analysis of mutagenicity of other factors in soil, water or air. In our previous research, we analyzed 
potential genotoxicity of radioactively polluted water. We sampled water from private wells in the 
villages from the inhabited areas contaminated after the Chernobyl accident. The radiological analysis of 
water samples did not reveal any 137Cs or 90Sr activity because concentrations of these radionuclides were 
below detectable limits. Despite this fact, we found an increase of HR frequency in A. thaliana grown in the 
media prepared from contaminated water [44]. We speculated that the increase was attributed to low-level 
contamination in drinking water. It is, however, possible that the observed effects were due to a yet unknown 
factor (a contaminant). 

Recently, we have tested our systems for sensing soil contaminated by herbicides. We found that 
the herbicides 2,4-D and dicamba increased both the HR frequency and the frequency of point 
mutations [72]. In contrast, herbicide atrazine increased only the HR frequency but not point mutations 
[50]. The fact that these herbicides influence the HR frequency and point mutation frequency in a 
different way is very important; that there is herbicide-specificity in DNA damage mechanisms.   

Transgenic recombination lines were also used for the analysis of potential mutagenic influence of UV-B 
radiation. Sun simulators were used to mimic various levels of UV-B, from slightly elevated levels to those 
that currently do not exist on earth. The system showed a direct positive correlation between the level of UV-
B and recombination [48]. For the first time, this transgenic system was used for the analysis of heritable 
changes, and an increase in germline recombination was observed. Elevated UV-B levels resulted in an 
increase in the number of plants that stained totally blue. These plants inherited the restored marker gene [48]. 

Another stress that frequently accompanies an increase in UV-B levels is a temperature increase. It is 
definitely a powerful type of stress, although it is not considered to be an environmental pollutant. The 
mutagenic effects of elevated temperatures were documented as early as in 1993, when Lebel et al. (1993) 
[45] reported an increase of the homologous recombination frequency in tobacco plants that were briefly 
exposed to 50 ºC. The authors reported the over 5-fold increase in rearrangements of the kanamycin-based 
homologous recombination [45]. Similar data were obtained by Boyko et al. (2005) [73]. The growth of 
Arabidopsis plants carrying the GUS-based HR construct at 32 ºC resulted in the 5-10 fold increase in the HR 
rate (HR frequency is related to the number of genomes per plant) [73]. The authors also reported a 
substantial increase in the recombination rate in plants exposed to 4ºC. These publications indeed support the 
notion that shifts in temperature represent a powerful genotoxic stress. 

Lately we have tested the influence of biotic stress factors on the genome stability of plants. In our 
work, we showed that exposure to viral pathogens resulted in an increase of HR frequencies in both 
somatic [74] and meiotic cells [75]. Our recent data also suggest that bacterial pathogen infection of 
plants results in genome destabilization (data not published). These experiments demonstrate that 
transgenic plants carrying a marker that can detect genome destabilization are able to sense a variety of 
mutagens in the environment.  
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Many excellent assays used currently are missing one characteristic feature: they cannot be used 
for analyzing transgenerational changes in the genome. These changes are of a critical importance, 
since many mutagens may not exhibit immediate mutagenicity (in somatic cells) but can lead to 
changes in the next generation. Previously, several publications reported heritable changes in inbred 
flax in response to specific environmental changes such as nutrient balance and temperature regimes 
[76-77]. This appeared to originate from the activity of a transposon-like sequence, LIS1, which 
assembles and inserts itself into the genome of stressed flax plants [77]. A new genotroph is apparently 
stable, as no further changes occur in the activity of this transposon in plants upon exposure to 
additional stresses [77]. The report by Ries et al. (2000) [48] also suggests that exposure to stress, 
specifically to UVB, results in an increase in genomic instability in the progeny. 

The experiments in our lab showed that various types of stresses, including water stress, heavy 
metal stress and pathogen stress, result not only in an increase of the HR frequency in somatic cells 
but, more importantly, they cause heritable changes in the progeny (data not published). The progeny 
of stressed plants exhibited elevated levels of the spontaneous HR frequency. This suggests that plants 
inherit “memory” of stress, as it was recently confirmed by Molinier et al. (2006) [78]. Their studies 
showed that single exposure of plants to UVC results in an increase of the HR frequency in many 
generations of plants. Especially curious is the fact that plants remember stress exposure for 5-6 
generations, thus maintaining the elevated levels of HR frequencies even without the presence of stress 
itself. Our recent work supports this finding partially. We showed that memory of stress does not last 
for more than 1 or 2 generations, unless plants are constantly exposed to stress (data not shown). The 
discrepancy can be explained by the fact that we used natural stresses, such as drought, flood, heavy 
metals, etc., whereas Molinier et al. (2006) [78] used exposure to more artificial stress such as UVC. 
 
Marker genes to be used for mutagenesis assays 
 

Marker gene expression is relatively easy to observe in plants. The most suitable marker genes are 
GUS (β-glucuronidase), LUC (luciferase) and various fluorescent proteins (FPs), including green FP 
(GFP), yellow FP (YFP), red FP (e.g., DsRed, from the coral Discosoma sp.) [79]. GUS and LUC have 
been commonly used in plants [80-82], among FPs, only GFP has been used extensively [79, 83, 84].  

All the aforementioned reporter genes have different detection sensitivity in plants. To the best of 
our knowledge, the GFP gene-marker is perhaps one of the easiest and cheapest to visualize. It just 
requires a UV lamp or a lamp emitting blue light to be seen as green on a red background [84]. The 
main problem of this marker is that it has the lowest sensitivity among all the GFP, GUS and LUC 
transgenes applied in biomonitoring; i.e., it requires the highest expression for detection.  

The GUS gene-marker is the second cheapest and easiest to use. The GUS protein can be 
visualized upon histochemical staining by a substrate for the β-glucuronidase enzyme, the chemical X-
glu. The reaction results in the formation of a blue precipitate accumulating in cells. The LUC-gene 
marker is the most difficult and expensive to visualize. Its advantage, however, is that it is, by far, the 
most sensitive one [80]. As in the case of the GUS gene-marker, a substrate needs to be provided. In 
this case, the plants are sprayed with the substrate, luciferin. The cleavage of luciferin by luciferase 
results in the emission of luminescence that is detected by a luminometer. The major advantage of the 
luciferase reporter gene system is its in vivo detection of luciferase activity. One of the disadvantages 
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of the GUS marker is that it requires the destructive non-vital histochemical staining for the 
visualization of events, and thus can be done only once, at specific time points during plant growth. In 
contrast, the detection of the LUC and GFP markers does not kill the plants and can be done at any 
time points during plant growth.  GFP requires no substrate and can be assayed on plants in the field.  

The GUS and LUC-based reporter assays for the detection of potential mutagenicity of pollutants 
has been used before [46-50, 52]. These repair assays were based on the detection of the marker gene 
activity upon restoration of gene integrity. The luciferase–based recombination assay was similar in 
design to the GUS-based assay [80]. Frequent recombination events were observed using an in vivo 
imaging system and visualized before and after the application of mutagens (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3. Transgenic plants carrying the luciferase recombination marker allow 
continuous visualization of recombination events. A). Recombination events in plants 
before the application of the mutagene. B). Recombination events in the same plants 3 
days after the UVC treatment. 

 

A B

 
 
We have also tested another transgenic visual marker frequently used in mammalian research, the 

GFP marker. This marker gene appeared not to be suitable for recombination and mutation assays. 
While the whole GFP+ plants are easily detectable, single cells with recombination or mutation events 
leading to restoration of GFP function are more difficult to detect, requiring laborious microscopic 
analysis (Jan Lucht, personal communication). The FP-based recombination reporter has been, 
however, successfully used in animals. Transgenic mice carrying a recombination substrate based on 
the enhanced yellow fluorescent protein have been generated [18]. However, the detection of DNA 
damage using this system requires a complex procedure that includes sorting of fluorescent cells using 
a flow cytometer [18]. 
 
Other transgenic systems for the detection of environmental mutagens 
 

Although a recombination reporter line detects mutagenicity of various factors efficiently, it still 
depends on the mutagen’s ability to trigger double strand breaks (DSBs) in a marker gene. 
Presumably, agents that do not cause DSB would not score positive in this assay. We have designed 
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another system based on the stop codon reversion [42]. Here, there is potential for increased efficacy, 
but there are several drawbacks. First, each transgenic line allows the detection of only one particular 
type of mutation. Second, the frequency of these mutations is typically very low; 500-1000 plants per 
each experimental group are needed to obtain statistically significant data.  The low frequency of point 
mutations, which is observed in the plant lines, is due to a small target: a single base pair in the diploid 
genome. Recently, an improved version of this system has been published [53]. The authors designed 
the GUS-based marker that scores C:G-to-T:A transitions that are common mutations in a plant 
genome. The frequency of point mutations detected in these plants was substantially higher than that 
observed by Kovalchuk et al. (2000) [42]. This system sensitivity to various environmental pollutants 
remains to be established. 

 
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of microsatellite-containing phytosensor. Active copy of the 
β-glucuronidase (GUS) gene was disrupted by integration of microsatellite containing 
sixteen G nucleotides (shown in green). This resulted in a complete inactivation of the 
gene (pale blue). Mutations leading to gain of 2 guanines or loss of 1 guanine restore the 
frame and result in activation of the transgene (dark blue).  

 

 
 
 

Recently, another transgenic Arabidopsis-based reporter system has been published. These 
reporter plants carry in their genome the GUS gene inactivated by the introduction of a microsatellite 
marker in the 5’ of the gene directly after the AUG codon [85]. The gene activity is restored via the 
gain or loss of one or several repeats (Figure 4). Since microsatellites usually have a high mutation 
frequency, the number of blue spots in these plants is also high. This allows the use of significantly 
fewer plants for the analysis of potential mutagenesis. 

Another way to increase a target size would be to design a marker that functions in the form of a 
repressor-test gene combination. In this case, an active repressor would bind to a promoter sequence 
blocking a reporter gene expression (Figure 5). The tetracycline repressor is one of the most commonly 
used repressors [86]. Inactivation of the tetracycline repressor by any kind of mutation would restore 
promoter function and activate reporter transgene. Plants that carry such a construct would have a 
substantial number of sectors expressing the transgene. This transgenic line allows us to use a 
significantly smaller number of plants and have some advantages with regards to statistical analysis of 
data. As any system, there are potential disadvantages: it requires repressor binding to be tight enough 
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to prevent any “leakage”, and moreover, plants used for testing have to be heterozygous for such a 
construct to ensure inactivation of a single copy repressor element by a mutation event. 

 
Figure 5. Possible tetracycline repressor-based system. A) Marker gene placed under the 
tetracycline repressor/promoter element is not active since the repressor blocks the 
promoter. B) Any mutation (point, deletion, insertion etc.) in the repressor region leading 
to production of inactive repressor or no repressor at all will result in activation of the 
marker gene. This should result in the appearance of discrete spots representing cells and 
their progeny where the mutation has occurred.  
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There are many other ways of designing a good transgenic biosensor. Introducing simple frame 

shifts might abolish gene activity. Any mutation, deletion or insertion that restores the reading frame 
would potentially activate the transgene. One more way of making a transgenic biosensor is to 
generate plants carrying an inactive version of the antibiotic (or herbicide) resistance gene. The 
progeny of exposed plants can be grown in the presence of a selective agent, and resistant plants are 
scored. This approach is good for the detection of inherited spontaneous or induced mutation events. 
Although the approach looks rather appealing, it requires a longer time for the evaluation of 
environmental influences, and a large number of progeny plants must be scored. We have recently 
designed plants that carry a dual recombination marker: a visible marker based on the luciferase 
transgene and a sulfonamide antibiotic-based marker. Whereas the luciferase-based marker allows 
scoring somatic and meiotic events, the sulfonamide-based marker makes it possible to score only 
meiotic events (data not published). Preliminary data show a high efficiency of such system. 

Other transgenic systems may include promoters that are regulated either by stress or by specific 
metabolites. Stress-regulated promoters could be specific to a particular chemical or a physical agent, 
or they could be broad and activated by the most common types of stresses. Initial steps in the 
identification of stress-regulated promoters would include transcription profiling of plants grown under 
various stresses or under a specific stress in question. Obviously, only a promoter activated in the 
presence of stress should be used [87]. Alternatively, the minimal promoter for incorporating specific 
regulatory elements activated by stress can be used. These regulatory elements can be found in genes 
such as ATM, HSP70, etc. The approach has been effectively used by Saidi et al. (2007) [88]. 
Transgenic Physcomitrella patens expressing the GUS reporter under the control of the stress-
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inducible promoter hsp17.3B have been generated. They have shown to react to chlorophenols, heavy 
metals and sulphonated anthraquinones [88]. 

Yet another transgenic system to be generated would detect epimutations. This term is used for the 
(ir)reversible modification of gene expression that is not associated with a change in a DNA sequence. 
There are many agents such as DNA methylation and histone modifications that do not cause DNA 
damage but potentially influence the epigenetic regulation of cells. Methylation changes have indeed 
been found in the progeny of plants exposed to radiation. Substantial global genome hypermethylation 
in the progeny of pine trees grown in Chernobyl has been reported [89]. Potential transgenic systems 
would have a marker gene under the influence of a heavily methylated promoter. This is possible to 
achieve by generating several hundreds of transgenic lines and by selecting a line that will not have 
any transgene expression. Such plant has been generated by Amedeo et al. (2000) [90], although it has 
not been used specifically for biomonitoring. A transgenic line of this type should have an intact but 
heavily methylated transgene. The promoter can be modified by generating GC-rich clusters. Potential 
epimutagens can be screened by detecting transgene activation. 
 
Summary and Outlook 
 

Evaluation of environmental contamination levels is a difficult task that requires steady attention 
and efforts. Patterns of water, soil and air pollution are constantly changing, which require new and 
improved biosensors. Here, we have described several transgenic plants that have already been used or 
could potentially be used as phytosensors. These plants can be effectively used for both sensing 
environmental pollution and monitoring the efficiency of polluted areas decontamination. However, it 
should be noted that the transgenic phytosensors described above would not be able to differentiate 
between different genotoxic agents. Novel, mutagen-specific transgenic plant biosensors should be 
generated on demand, depending on mutagens to be tested.  
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